GreenStar 3 2630 FAQ’s

Why can’t I use my Original GreenStar Display on the MY11 8R Tractor?
You can still use the Original GreenStar Display but only for Parallel Tracking. In combination with the Mobile Processor it will not work (e.g. to run AutoTrac) due to advancing tractor technology.

Can I put my 2630 on the armrest of my tractor?
No, this is not possible.

How often do I have to download data off of my 2630?
We recommend doing it every day as a way to backup your data.

How much data can I store on the GS3 2630 display?
Depending on what you are doing you should be able to store a similar amount of data compared to the GS2 2600. However, we still recommend to back up data on a daily bases to prevent loss.

How large of a USB stick is compatible?
Any size of USB will be compatible.

What applications can I run on the Command Center?
AutoTrac, Sprayer Pro, Pivot Pro, Parallel Tracking, Performance Monitor, Access Manager, Video Capability*
(*only with the optional touch)

Differences from GS2 1800: Access Manager, Video Capability*
(*with the optional touch)

Can I down grade my activations back to GS2 after I have already upgraded them?
No, a downgrade is not possible. This is why keeping your customers current with new technology is vital to your business and ours.

Can I use my 2600 with the GS3 Command Center?
Yes, but you have to run GreenStar activations on the 2600.

Can I run GreenStar on both displays at the same time?
No, they can only run on the corner post display in dual display mode.
How many video cameras can I run on my 2630 display?
One directly on the display. Multiple if the camera manufacturer has a manual switch box.

Where do I buy the cameras?
Cameras will be offered through John Deere Parts. For more information visit the Ag Sales Manual or the respective MIB.

Where do I get the harnesses for the cameras?
Cameras will be offered through John Deere Parts. For more information visit the Ag Sales Manual or the respective MIB.

What can I lock out with Access Manager?
GreenStar Applications, Display Settings, Layout Manager, tractor functions*
(*Command Center)

Can I just upgrade some of my activations?
No, it is all or none. If you just want to transfer some activations use the Dealer Customer Management Tool in addition.

Can I run Field Doc connect with GS3 CommandCenter?
No, the CommandCenter does not have documentation capabilities.

Can I use the 1800 and GS3 Command Center together?
Yes, same parameters as running a 2600.

What kinds of data can I pull off the GS3 2630 display?
Similar to the 2600.

Where can I get a USB?
Available through the John Deere Shop.

Can I use video triggers on the 2630?
No, it is not integrated into the vehicle.

Can you have multiple passwords for multiple users?
No, Access Manager only allows owner/operator mode.

Can I set up Access Manager in the desktop software and send it to multiple vehicles?
No, you can only set up Access Manager on the display.

When will the 1800 be phased out?
There are no current plans to replace the 1800.

Is the Lightbar compatible with the GS3 Command Center?
Yes.